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Two temporally-developing isothermal round jets at a Mach number of 0.9 and diameterbased Reynolds numbers of 3,125 and 12,500 have been computed in order to investigate
the sound waves produced by the closing of the jet potential core. The simulations are
carried out using high-order finite differences on a grid of 940 million points extending
up to 120 jet radii in the axial direction. For each case, ten runs are performed using
different initial random perturbations in the jet shear layers, and their results are ensemble
averaged. Snapshots and statistical properties of the jet flow and acoustic fields are first
presented. Flow-noise correlations and conditional averages of the jet near field are then
shown. The jet at a Reynolds number of 12,500 develops more rapidly, exhibits more
fine turbulent scales, and generates more high-frequency acoustic waves than the jet at a
Reynolds number of 3, 125, as expected. In both cases, however, the flow fluctuations on the
jet axis are strongly intermittent at the time of potential-core closing, and low-frequency
acoustic waves are subsequently radiated in the downstream direction. Furthermore, the
centerline flow fluctuations and these waves are found to be strongly correlated, as observed
for spatially-developing jets. These results led us to calculate conditional averages of the
jet near fields using a sampling synchronization with the minimum values of centerline
axial velocity at the time of potential-core closing. The presence of a velocity deficit and a
vorticity excess on the jet axis at that time, and the consecutive emission of sound waves
are clearly visible in the resulting flow and pressure fields.

I.

Introduction

After more than fifty years of research, the nature and the characteristics of the acoustic sources are
well established for supersonic jets,1 but this is not the case for subsonic jets due to limited knowledge of
turbulence of jet flows.2 For subsonic jets, the number of sources itself has been a matter of debate for a
long time. Recent and past experimental2–4 and numerical5–7 results suggest, however, that subsonic jet
noise includes two components. One is a broadband component with a relatively uniform directivity, which
has been identified as the noise of the fine-scale turbulence of the jet flow.8 Another is a low-frequency
component, dominant in the downstream direction, which has been attributed to the large-scale turbulent
structures of the flow.
The downstream noise component of subsonic jets appears to be produced in the vicinity of the end of
the potential core, where the mixing layers merge. This contention is supported by the source distributions
obtained in the jets along the axial direction using source localization techniques,9–11 but also by crosscorrelations calculated between flow quantities inside the jets and sound pressure outside.3, 7, 12–18 Significant
values of correlations are indeed found between flow on the jet axis near the end of the potential core and
pressure radiated at small angles relative the downstream direction. Unfortunately, the corresponding noise
generation mechanism is not clearly understood. It seems, however, to be related to the fact that at the
end of the potential core, flow intermittency is strong, and shear-layer turbulent structures intrude quasiperiodically into the jet.5
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In a recent work,19 a temporally-developing subsonic round jet at a diameter-based Reynolds numbers of
3,125 was computed using direct numerical simulation, in order to investigate the noise generation mechanism
mentioned above in a new and original way. Indeed, although temporal simulations have been performed in
several studies for turbulent wall-bounded flows20–22 and mixing layers,23–25 in particular for aeroacoustic
purposes in the latter case,26–29 very few have been carried out for jets.30 This is certainly because temporal
jets do not exit from a nozzle, and have a potential core of infinite spatial length, which renders the comparisons with spatially-developing jets difficult. Despite this, for the temporal jet simulated, it was shown
that when the potential core closes, mixing-layer turbulent structures intermittently intrude, accelerate and
merge on the jet axis. Simultaneously, strong low-frequency acoustic waves, significantly correlated with the
centerline flow fluctuations, are emitted in the downstream direction. These results are very similar to those
obtained at the end of the potential core of spatially-developing subsonic jets. This suggests that the same
sound source due to the potential-core closing, radiating mainly in the downstream direction, is found in
temporal and spatial jets.
In the present paper, the flow and acoustic fields obtained for two temporally-developing isothermal
round jets at a Mach number of 0.9 and diameter-based Reynolds numbers of 3,125 and 12,500 by solving
the unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations using high-order finite-difference schemes are presented.
The first jet is that of the previous work,19 but ten runs, instead of five, are performed in each case in order to
obtain better converged statistics. The first objective is to determine whether the observations made for the
lower Reynolds number jet are also valid for the higher Reynolds number jet, i.e. whether the latter jet also
generates low-frequency sound waves in the downstream direction in the same way as spatially-developing
subsonic jets. The second objective is to find connections between these waves and the potential-core closing.
With this aim in view, cross-correlations are estimated between flow quantities on the jet axis and sound
pressure outside the jet flow to track causal links between sources and observer. Conditional averages of the
jet near fields are also calculated in order to extract the acoustic waves resulting from the potential-core
closing from the background noise. For that, the trigger condition used for the selection of samples will be
related to a flow even occurring during that closing. More precisely, it will be satisfied when the minimum
values of axial velocity on the jet axis due to the intermittent intrusion of turbulent structure in the jet is
below an arbitrary threshold value.
The paper is organized as follows. The main characteristics of the jets and of the simulations, including
initial conditions, numerical methods, grid and computational parameters, are documented in section II.
The simulation results, namely vorticity and pressure snapshots, the main characteristics of the jet velocity
and pressure fields, flow-noise cross-correlations, and conditional samplings of the jet near fields are shown
in section III. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section IV.

II.
A.

Parameters

Jet definition

The two jets are round and isothermal, and are characterized by a Mach number of M = uj /c = 0.9 and
Reynolds numbers of ReD = uj D/ν = 3, 125 and 12, 500, where uj and D = 2r0 are the jet initial centerline
velocity and diameter, and c and ν are the speed of sound and kinematic molecular viscosity. The ambient
temperature and pressure are Ta = 293 K and pa = 105 Pa. At initial time t = 0, the hyperbolic-tangent
profiles of axial velocity√presented in figure 1(a) are considered. The momentum thickness of the mixing
layer is set to δθ = 2r0 / ReD = 0.0358r0 for ReD = uj D/ν = 3, 125 and δθ = 0.0179r0 for ReD = 12, 500,
following the variations of δθ /r0 with the Reynolds number observed in experiments for initially laminar jets,
e.g. in Zaman.31 This leads to momentum Reynolds numbers of Reθ = uj δθ /ν = 56 and 112, respectively.
Radial and azimuthal velocities are set to zero, pressure is equal to pa , and density is determined by a
Crocco-Busemann relation.
At t = 0, velocity perturbations of low amplitude are added in the mixing layers in order to seed the
laminar-turbulent transition. For this, as proposed in Bogey et al.,5 divergence-free Gaussian ring vortices
of radius r0 are imposed. These vortices have a half-width of 2δθ , and are regularly distributed in the
axial direction every ∆z = 0.025r0 , where ∆z is the axial mesh spacing. At each position, the vortex has
a maximum velocity randomly fixed between 0 and 0.01uj , and is weighted in the azimuthal direction by
the function cos(nθ θ + ϕ) where nθ and ϕ are randomly chosen between 0 and 32 and between 0 and 2π,
respectively. This allows a peak turbulence intensity of about 1% to be reached at t = 0. Finally, note
that ten runs are performed in each case using different random seeds in order to obtain better converged
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Figure 1. Radial profiles of (a) axial velocity uz /uj at t = 0 for
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statistical results.
B.

Numerical methods

The numerical framework is identical to that used in recent simulations of round jets.32–35 The simulations
are carried out using an in-house solver of the three-dimensional filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations
in cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) based on low-dissipation and low-dispersion, high-order explicit schemes.
The axis singularity is taken into account by the method of Mohseni & Colonius.36 In order to alleviate the
time-step restriction near the cylindrical origin, the derivatives in the azimuthal direction around the axis
are calculated at coarser resolutions than permitted by the grid.37 For the points closest to the jet axis, they
are evaluated using 16 points, yielding an effective resolution of 2π/16. Fourth-order eleven-point centered
finite differences are used for spatial discretization, and a second-order six-stage Runge-Kutta algorithm is
implemented for time integration.38 A twelfth-order eleven-point centered filter is applied explicitly to the
flow variables every time step in order to remove grid-to-grid oscillations while leaving larger scales mostly
unaffected. Non-centered finite differences and filters are also used near the grid boundaries.32, 39 The
radiation conditions of Tam & Dong40, 41 are applied at the sideline boundaries to avoid significant acoustic
reflections. Since a temporally-developing flow is considered, periodic boundary conditions are imposed in
the axial direction.
C.

Simulation parameters

The mesh grid used in the different runs extends up to z = 120r0 in the axial direction, and out to r = 30r0
in the radial direction. It contains nr × nθ × nz = 382 × 512 × 4, 800 = 940 million points. The mesh spacing
in the axial direction is uniform and equal to ∆z = 0.025r0 , whereas, as illustrated in figure 1(b), the mesh
spacing in the radial direction varies. The latter is minimum and equal to ∆r = 0.006r0 at r = r0 . It is
maximum and equal to ∆r = 0.2r0 for r ≥ 16r0 , yielding a Strouhal number of StD = 2.8 for an acoustic
wave discretized by four points per wavelength. The use of nθ = 512 points in the azimuthal direction
leads to r∆θ = 0.012r0 at r = r0 . Note that the simulations have been checked, from the calculation of the
turbulent kinetic energy budgets, to be fully resolved direct numerical simulations for the jet at ReD = 3, 125
and very well resolved large-eddy simulations for the jet at ReD = 12, 500.
The computations are performed using an OpenMP-based in-house solver on 32-core nodes of Intel E54650 processors with a clock speed of 2.7 GHz and 16-core nodes of Intel E5-2670 processors at 2.6 GHz.
The total number of iterations is equal to 22,600 for ReD = 3, 125 and to 13,600 for ReD = 12, 500, allowing
a final time of t = 75r0 /uj to be reached. The time step ∆t is chosen so that ∆t = 0.6∆r(r = r0 )/c
for ReD = 3, 125, and ∆t = ∆r(r = r0 )/c for ReD = 12, 500, ensuring the stability of the explicit time
integration. For the present grid of about one billion points, 200 GB of memory are required, and about
1,000 CPU hours are consumed for 1,000 iterations. Density, the three velocity components, pressure and
vorticity norm are recorded on the jet axis at r = 0 and on the cylindrical surfaces at r = r0 , 4r0 and
20r0 , at a sampling frequency allowing spectra to be computed up to StD = 10, and on the four azimuthal
planes at θ = 0, π/2, π and 3π/2, at half the frequency mentioned above. The statistical results obtained
in each run are averaged over the periodic directions z and θ. The results of the ten runs are then ensemble
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averaged, providing mean values, denoted by < . > in what follows, calculated over a distance of 1, 200r0 in
the streamwise direction.

III.
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A.

Results

Vorticity and pressure snapshots

Snapshots of the vorticity norm and pressure fluctuations obtained in the (z, r) plane for ReD = 3, 125 at
times tuj /r0 = 15, 25, 35 and 45, and for ReD = 12, 500 at tuj /r0 = 10, 20, 30 and 40 are represented in
figures 2 and 3, respectively.
For both Reynolds numbers, two mixing layers can be seen on both sides of the jet axis in the top pictures.
They have just rolled up following the growth of instability waves in the hyperbolic-tangent velocity profile42
for ReD = 3, 125, whereas they appear to be turbulent for ReD = 12, 500. In the second pictures from
top, the mixing layers, which have developed thanks to the vortex-pairing mechanism,43 merge on the jet
axis, resulting in the disappearance of the potential core. Finally, in the third and fourth pictures, the jets
are fully developed, and contain vortical scales of intensity decreasing with time. Furthermore, more fine
turbulent scales are observed in the higher Reynolds number jet, as expected.
For ReD = 3, 125, in figure 2, alternatively positive and negative fluctuations are found at tuj /r0 = 15 in
the pressure field in the close vicinity of the jet. They are most likely the footprints of the coherent turbulent
structures of the jet flow in the near field.44, 45 At tuj /r0 = 25, as the potential core closes, high-amplitude
waves are emitted in the downstream direction. These waves are well visible at later times tuj /r0 = 35 and
45. They appear to be symmetric with respect to the jet centerline and to have a typical wavelength of
about 15r0 , Moreover, they propagate mainly in the downstream direction, and have a very large spatial
extent along the wave front direction. Interestingly, they look like the waves emitted at shallow angles by
spatially-developing subsonic jets.5, 6
For ReD = 12, 500, in figure 3, the pressure field exhibits, unsurprisingly, more high-frequency waves than
for ReD = 3, 125, but also additional noise components. Sound waves generated by potential vortex pairings
in the mixing layers may for instance be noted at times tuj /r0 = 10 and 20. Upstream-propagating highfrequency waves are also clearly detected at tuj /r0 = 30 and 40, which was not the case previously. After
the jet potential-core closing, however, the downstream-propagating low-frequency waves reported above for
ReD = 3, 125 are still noticeable, albeit at a lower amplitude. Therefore, they seem to persist at a higher
Reynolds number.
B.

Properties of the velocity fields

The mean and rms values of axial velocity calculated for the jets are represented in figure 4 using (t, r) coordinates. The results bear striking similarities with the flow fields measured in the (z, r) plane of spatiallydeveloping subsonic jets.46 The mean axial velocity fields of figures 4(a,b) show the jet development with
time, and indicates that the potential core closes much earlier in the higher Reynolds number case, typically
at tuj /r0 ≃ 21 for ReD = 3, 135 and at tuj /r0 ≃ 16 for ReD = 12, 500. In parallel to the mean flow development, the axial turbulence intensities are found in figure 4(c,d) to grow in the jet shear layer, to reach
values slightly higher than 20%, and then to decrease. The peak values are obtained around tuj /r0 = 21 for
ReD = 3, 135 and tuj /r0 = 8 for ReD = 12, 500, that is near the time of potential-core closing in the first
case, but significantly before in the second case.
The time variations of the shear-layer momentum thickness, of the mean centerline axial velocity, and of
the jet half-width are plotted in figure 5. In figure 5(a), the shear layers appear to spread slowly when the
jet flows are laminar or turbulent, but more rapidly during the laminar-turbulent transitional periods, which
happen between tuj /r0 ≃ 12.5 and 25 for ReD = 3, 125, and between tuj /r0 ≃ 5 and 12.5 for ReD = 12, 500.
In figure 5(b), the velocity decay after the potential-core closing starts at tc uj /r0 = 21.6 for ReD = 3, 125
and tc uj /r0 = 16 for ReD = 3, 125, where tc is defined by < uz (tc ) >= 0.95uj . Then, it occurs faster in the
lower Reynolds number case. As for the jet half-widths in figure 5(c), they are first constant and equal to
the jet initial radii, slightly decrease when the centerline velocity begins to decay, and finally increase as the
jets develop. The slight decrease around t = tc may be caused by the merging of the shear layers on the jet
axis when the potential core closes.
The time variations of the rms values and of the skewness and kurtosis factors of axial velocity fluctuations
at r = 0 and r = r0 are displayed in figure 6. In figure 6(a), strong humps are obtained in the profiles of
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Figure 2. Representation of vorticity norm inside the jet flow and of pressure fluctuations outside, obtained
for ReD = 3, 125 at tuj /r0 = 15, 25, 35 and 45, from top to bottom. The color scales range up to the level of
4uj /r0 for vorticity, and from −200 Pa to 200 Pa for pressure.
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Figure 3. Representation of vorticity norm inside the jet flow and of pressure fluctuations outside, obtained
for ReD = 12, 500 at tuj /r0 = 10, 20, 30 and 40, from top to bottom. The color scales range up to the level
of 4uj /r0 for vorticity, and from −160 Pa to 160 Pa for pressure.
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turbulence intensity, leading to maximum values of 17% at r = 0 and 20% at r = r0 for ReD = 3, 125, and
of 12.6% at r = 0 and 21.3% at at r = r0 for ReD = 12, 500. They result from the mergings of vortical
structures32 in the shear layers and on the jet centerline, respectively. As expected, due to the difference
in mean flow development, they occur more rapidly in the ReD = 12, 500 case. Moreover, the peak value
at r = r0 is reached much earlier than the peak value at r = 0 for ReD = 12, 500, but that is not true for
ReD = 3, 125. This suggests the presence of vortex pairings in the mixing layers only in the high Reynolds
number jet.
In figures 6(b) and 6(c), values of skewness around −1.1 and values of kurtosis higher than 6 are found
at r = 0 close to the time of potential-core closing for both Reynolds numbers. This indicates intermittent
occurrence of velocity deficits on the jet centerline at that time. They very probably follow the intrusion
of shear-layer turbulent structures in the potential core of the temporal jet, as it happens at the end of the
potential core of spatially-developing jets.5, 7 At r = r0 , the results are quite different from those at r = 0.
In this case, the kurtosis factor does not deviate appreciably from the value of 3, but the skewness factor is
slightly positive, suggesting possible bursts of high-velocity flow structures in the mixing layers.
C.

Properties of the pressure fields

The rms values of pressure fluctuations obtained for the jets are represented in figure 7 using (t, r) coordinates.
As previously for the velocity, the results resemble the rms pressure fields acquired in the (z, r) plane of
spatially-developing subsonic jets.46–48 For both Reynolds numbers, the maximum values are located in the
jet flows, approximately at the same position as the maximum rms values of axial velocity in figure 5(c,d).
Outside the jets, lobes, whose origin seems to be the peak levels in the flow, are found. They reveal the
production of noise in the jet and its propagation outside with increasing time. The rms pressure fields
moreover suggest that the dominant acoustic waves are generated close to the time of potential-core closing
for ReD = 3, 125, but well before for ReD = 12, 500, and that their main radiation angle with respect to the
flow direction is larger in the latter case than in the former.
The time variations of the rms values and of the skewness and kurtosis factors of the pressure fluctuations
at r = 10r0 are represented in figure 8. In figure 8(a), the rms pressure profiles reach maximum values of
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83 Pa at tuj /r0 = 35.4 for ReD = 3, 125 and of 68 Pa at tuj /r0 = 19 for ReD = 12, 500. Given the times
of potential-core closing, equal to tc uj /r0 = 21.6 in the first case and to tc uj /r0 = 16 in the second case,
the peak for ReD = 3, 125 may be due to the merging of the mixing layers on the jet axis, but it cannot
true for ReD = 12, 500. In this case, it most likely result from vortex pairings in the shear layers. As for
the skewness factor in figure 8(b) and the kurtosis factor in figure 8(c), significant positive values and values
different from the value of 3 are respectively obtained at the early growth stages of the acoustic levels. At
later times, they are close to 0 and 3, indicating that non-linear effects and intermittency are negligible in
the near fields of the present subsonic jets.
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Figure 6. Time variations of (a) axial turbulence intensity < u′z u′z >1/2 /uj , and (b) the skewness factor
and (c) the kurtosis factor of axial velocity fluctuations u′z : at r = 0 for
ReD = 3, 125 and
ReD = 12, 500, and at r = r0 for
ReD = 3, 125 and
ReD = 12, 500.
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Figure 8. Time variations of (a) the rms values and (b) the skewness and (c) the kurtosis factors of the pressure
fluctuations p′ at r = 10r0 for
ReD = 3, 125 and
ReD = 12, 500.

D.

Flow-noise cross-correlations

In order to identify causal links between the flow and sound fields of the jets, it is interesting to compute
cross-correlations between flow quantities in the jet and pressure outside, as was done in several recent
experimental and numerical investigations for spatially-developing jets.3, 7, 12–18 In the present work, crosscorrelations between centerline flow quantities, namely axial velocity fluctuations u′z , u′z u′z and vorticity
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fluctuations |ω|′ , and near-field pressure fluctuations p′ at r = 10r0 are calculated. For u′z , for example, they
are given by
hu′z (r1 , θ, z + δz, t1 )p′ (r2 , θ, z, t2 )i
Cu′z p′ (δz, t1 ) =
1/2
1/2
hp′2 (r2 , θ, z, t2 )i
hu′2
z (r1 , θ, z + δz, t1 )i

The flow quantities at position (r = r1 , z+δz) at time t = t1 are thus correlated with the pressure fluctuations
at position (r = r2 , z) at t = t2 , with r1 = 0 and r2 = 10r0 .
The correlation maps obtained from the pressure at t2 uj /r0 = 40 for ReD = 3, 125 are displayed in figure 9. The dashed line represents the time of potential-core closing, and the solid line indicates a propagation
at the ambient speed of sound between the centerline and the near-field points. High levels of correlations
are found at the intersection of the two lines for negative separation distances δz. This supports the presence
of a sound source on the jet axis, radiating in the downstream direction, when the shear layers merge. The
correlations are negative for u′z and positive for u′z u′z and |ω|′ . They can be related to the intermittent
arrival of low-velocity vortical structures in the jet core. Strong correlations also appear before the time
of potential-core closing for vorticity, and afterward for u′z and u′z u′z . They are very probably due to the
convection of the sound sources in the jet flow. Moreover, in figure 9(a), an extra spot of positive correlations
is seen at the left hand side of the spot of negative correlations, i.e. for a larger separation distance. This
may suggest that the velocity deficit resulting from the potential-core closing correlates with an acoustic
wave of positive pressure, but also with a preceding wave of negative pressure. The results reported here are
very similar to those for spatially-developing jets.7

Figure 9. Space-time cross-correlations obtained for ReD = 3, 125 between pressure fluctuations at r = 10r0
and tuj /r0 = 40 and centerline flow quantities at time t1 : (a) axial velocity fluctuations u′z , (b) the axial
component of Reynolds stress tensor u′z u′z and (c) vorticity fluctuations |ω|′ . The color scales range (a,c) from
−0.25 to 0.25, and (b) from −0.15 to 0.15. The solid line indicates a propagation at the ambient speed of
sound, and the dashed line shows the time of potential-core closing.

The correlations evaluated from the pressure at t2 uj /r0 = 35 for ReD = 12, 500 are presented in figure 10.
Although of lower amplitude, they exhibit very similar features compared to the correlations obtained for
ReD = 3, 125. In particular, significant values of correlation are achieved at the intersection of the dashed
and solid lines, as previously. Therefore, the same sound source can be expected on the centerline of the two
temporal jets at different Reynolds numbers.
E.

Conditional averaging of the jet flow and pressure fields

In order to better visualize the noise generation mechanism related to the intermittent intrusion of vortical
structures in the core of the present jets, a conditional averaging method is applied. The method consists in
averaging a limited number of samples, selected using an arbitrary trigger condition, in a signal or in a movie.
It has been employed in the past in many studies to isolate a specific phenomenon from the background
noise. It has thus allowed researchers, for exemple, to extract coherent structures in isotropic turbulence49
and in mixing layers and jets,50, 51 and acoustic components in the pressure fields of free52 and impinging53
subsonic and supersonic jets.
In this work, the signal chosen for the sample selection is the signal of axial velocity on the jet axis
at the time tc of potential-core closing, and the trigger condition relies on the use of a threshold. The
corresponding signals obtained in the first simulation runs of the two temporal jets are depicted in figure 11.
For both Reynolds numbers, as expected from the profiles of skewness and kurtosis factors of velocity of
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figure 6, intermittent negative spikes of velocity much lower than the jet velocity, even below 0.5uj in certain
cases, can be seen. In the conditional averaging procedure, the trigger events are identified by detecting the
minimum values of velocity below (2/3)uj . Those separated by a distance of less than 10r0 are discarded to
avoid sample overlapping, reducing for instance the number of samples to 5 in the two signals of figure 11.
The flow and pressure fields are then recorded over windows centered around the position zc of the trigger
events, and the resulting snapshots are ensemble averaged. This is carried out at time tc , but also at previous
and subsequent times using the same synchronization with the negative spikes of axial centerline velocity at
time tc , in order to get access to the time evolution of the noise generation mechanism. The total number of
trigger events is equal to 45 for ReD = 3, 125 and 43 for ReD = 12, 500, and the results obtained in the four
azimuthal planes at θ = 0, π/2, π and 3π/2 are averaged. Moreover, the use of different threshold values,
namely 0.55uj , 0.60uj and 0.75uj , was found not to change the results significantly.
(a)

1.25

uz/uj

1

0.75
0.5
0.25

(b)

1.25

1
uz/uj
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Figure 10. Space-time cross-correlations obtained for ReD = 12, 500 between pressure fluctuations at r = 10r0
and tuj /r0 = 35 and centerline flow quantities at time t1 : (a) axial velocity fluctuations u′z , (b) the axial
component of Reynolds stress tensor u′z u′z and (c) vorticity fluctuations |ω|′ . The color scales range (a,c) from
−0.2 to 0.2, and (b) from −0.12 to 0.12. The solid line indicates a propagation at the ambient speed of sound,
and the dashed line shows the time of potential-core closing.
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Figure 11. Representation of axial velocity uz /uj obtained on the jet axis for (a) ReD = 3, 125 and (b) ReD =
uz /uj = 2/3; △ minimum values considered for
12, 500 at the time of potential core closing t = tc ;
the conditional averaging.

In what follows, given that the low-frequency downstream-propagating waves produced by the jet potential-core closing are less obvious in figure 2 for ReD = 12, 500 than in figure 2 for ReD = 3, 125, conditional
averages are only provided for the higher-Reynolds number jet. Note however that those obtained for the
lower-Reynolds number jet are very similar.
The fields of fluctuations of axial velocity, vorticity and pressure determined by conditional averaging
at time tc for the jet at ReD = 12, 500 are represented in figure 12. Spots of strong negative and positive
values, located around z = zc and of typical size r0 in the axial direction, are observed close to the jet axis for
velocity and vorticity, respectively. They indicate that the intrusion of shear-layer vortical structures in the
jet when the potential core closes results in velocity deficit and vorticity excess inside the jet. Furthermore,
a lobe of positive fluctuations, centered around z = zc and surrounded by two smaller lobes of negative
fluctuations, is found in the pressure field. This pattern can be regarded as the footprint in the pressure
field of the phenomenon of potential-core closing.
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Figure 12. Representation of the fluctuations of (a) axial velocity, (b) vorticity and (c) pressure obtained for
ReD = 12, 500 at t = tc using conditional averaging. The color scales range from −0.075uj up to 0.075uj for
velocity, from −0.75uj /r0 up to 0.75uj /r0 for vorticity, and from −200 Pa up to 200 Pa for pressure, from blue
to red; zc indicates the position of the velocity minimum values at t = tc used for the conditional averaging.

The conditional fields of pressure fluctuations obtained at three times after the potential-core closing,
namely at t = tc + 6r0 /uj , t = tc + 12r0 /uj and t = tc + 18r0 /uj , for the jet at ReD = 12, 500 are displayed in
figure 13. The aerodynamic pressure fluctuations visible at time tc in figure 12 persist long afterward. They
are centered around z = zc + 5r0 at t = tc + 6r0 /uj , z = zc + 8.5r0 at t = tc + 12r0 /uj and z = zc + 11r0 at
t = tc + 18r0 /uj . Therefore, they are convected by the jet flow at a velocity decreasing with time, due to the
decay of the jet velocity for t ≥ tc . Outside the jet, the emission and propagation of acoustic waves in the
downstream direction are clearly visible. One dominant wave of positive pressure, and two weaker waves of
negative pressure on both sides, are radiated. This result provides an explanation for the multiple spots and
the wavy nature of the correlations obtained between the centerline velocity and the near-field pressure in
figure 10(a), but also between the centerline velocity and the downstream pressure for spatially-developing
jets.7, 14

Figure 13. Representation of the pressure fluctuations obtained for ReD = 12, 500 at (a) t = tc + 6r0 /uj ,
(b) t = tc + 12r0 /uj and (c) t = tc + 18r0 /uj using conditional averaging. The color scales range from −45 Pa
up to 45 Pa, from blue to red; zc indicates the position of the velocity minimum values at t = tc used for the
conditional averaging.

IV.

Conclusion

In this paper, the flow and the near pressure fields computed for temporally-developing isothermal round
jets at a Mach number of 0.9 and Reynolds numbers of 3,125 and 12,500 using direct numerical simulation
are presented. Cross-correlations between the two fields are also calculated in order to localize possible sound
sources in the jet, and conditional averages are evaluated to extract the noise generation mechanism related
to the closing of the jet potential core. Overall, despite the difference in Reynolds number, leading to a
more rapid flow development and more high-frequency components for the higher-Reynolds-number jet, the
results for the two jets are very similar. In both cases, when the jet mixing layers merge, high-amplitude
low-frequency waves are radiated in the downstream direction. These waves are significantly correlated with
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the flow fluctuations obtained on the jet centerline at the time of potential-core closing. At this time, as
shear-layer turbulent structures intrude inside the jet, strong velocity deficits and vorticity excesses suddenly
arise on the jet axis. As shown by the conditional sampling, performed using a synchronization with these
velocity deficits, this phenomenon generates an aerodynamic pressure wavepacket in the jet and acoustic
waves outside.
The results of the present work suggest that the mechanism responsible for the downstream noise component of spatially-developing subsonic jets is also encountered in temporal jets. Therefore, it does not appear
to depend on the presence of a potential core of finite length, of a nozzle, or on the streamwise spreading of
the jet flow. On the contrary, it seems to be intrinsically linked to the physics of the interactions between
parallel mixing layers. Obviously, further studies will be required to get a better understanding of these
issues.
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